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February 16, 1990 clo CoroNao Poww & Ug4 Com e di t hystteville Street e Rotelg5, NC 2M08

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
11.5. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail station F1 137
Vashington. DC 20$$5

Attention: Charles E. Rossi. Directer
Division of Operational Events Assessment

Subject: BWR CWNER$' CROUP C0KKENT$ ON DRET NRC SVLLgTIN 90. 90 XX,
1488 0F FILL 011. IN RostMOUNT TRAK $MITTER5

Referenes: .1D neyd to C1 Rossi. ' Draft NRC Su11stin No. 90 XX, Loss of
Fill 011 in Rosemount Transmitters". February 8,1990

This letter formally transaits SWR Owners' Croup concerns and comments
rogarding the draft Bulletin, the referenced letter transmitted draft

Those esaments have now been reviewed by a substantial number ofcommenta.
the BWR00 utilities and have been approved for transmittal to the Staff
with minor revisitas relative to the draft comments.

Several overview ccaments are included in this letter, and more specific
comments on the contents of the draft Bulletin are enclosed in thea.ttachment. These comments are a compilation of BWR utility concerns
regarding the draft Bulletin. It is our understanding that you plan to
!.ssue the Bulletin next week. I ho,ee that these comments will be
considered prior to issuing the Sulletin in final form.

CENERAL CDMMENIS

The NRC has not specifically addressed the effectiveness of programs
already implemented by the industry to address the issue of loss of fill
oil in. Rosemount transmitters. Althou5h the NRC held meetings with
Rosemount to discuss hardware issues, no meetings were held with industry
owners' Groups to discuss the impact on system reliability, or to discuss
the results of the SWR Owners' Group program and our plans to further
respond to this issue, the BVR Owners' Group has been workin5 to address
this concern regarding the performance of Rosemount transmitters since Nay.
1989.. The BWROG Cormittee was formed to:

1) Evaluate the use of Rosemount 1153 and 1154 transmitters identified by
NRC Information Notice 89-42 ,

2) Develop guidelines for the use of installed Rosemount transmitters

3) Provide guidance to revir.e calibration procedures
,

fle.ns were also sede for the results of the Constittee to be coordinated
wit.h all utilities owning nuclear plants via the * Inter Owners' Group,* an
infernal Committee established among the four NS$$ Vender Owners' Croups toexchange operational. Information.
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AL CGsGRiB (continued)

ne loss of fill oil issue for Rosemount transmitters, subsequent tocorrecting the
specific concerns asroeisted with known defective trans.

sitter lots, does not result in failure rates significantly different thanthat found with other safety.related equipment. Failure of safety.relatedequipment
over time is expected, and is factored into the design andtesting programs for the facility. Therefore, with the replacement of thetransmitters fran the suspect lots of 1153s and 1154s, there is nojustification for backfit.

wov41d justify a backfit, In particular, no evidence is presented that
model 1151 or 1152 transmitters. pursuant to the requironents of 50.109, for any

The ' Requested Aetions* do not
under which the transmitters are applied, even though past experience hastake into account the service conditions
shown that failure is directly related to service conditions.
stated that 'the Tate at which fill oil leaks is application and pressureThe NRC has
dependent.'

They provide no evidence that low pressure service has <

resulted in failures, or et what pressures failures could be expected.

The time frames provided for in the 'ftoquested Actions *
ambitious for the scope of work being proposed. are extremely
is required, guidance should be If transmitter replacement
applied when deciding which to replace first.provided regarding the priority to be
transmitters is small compared to the potential numbers needed for all EWRne manufacturer's supply ofand PWR units.

Provision should be made in this Bulletin for all utilities|
priority transmitners.to replace high priority transmitters before starting to replace lower

EU!EARY

lt appears from review of the draft Bulletin that the NRC may not be fully
aware of the BVR Owners' Group program to address this issue or the agree-ment to shar6 the results of the program with FWR Owners'

| draft Bulletin Croups. Thedoes not seem to acknowledge the technical basis for

Eu11stin into areas that are inconsistent with operating experience, systemindustry recommendations and actions, but instead has expanded the scope ofand hardware design.
,

Yours very t ly. |

~

.

,

S. D. Floyd, Chair 1 man
AVR Owners' Group

,

BWROG Executive Oversight Committee .ce:

BUROG Rosemount Transititter Coartittee
^ .

BVR00 Primary Representatives *

FJ Miraglia, NRC
CJ Eeck, SVR00 Vice ChairmanDN Crace, RRG Chairman T Price, nut %RCRJ 5 ell, NUKARC

R Calor, EPRI M Vensloun, Rosemount
JM Weiss. EPRIE Shankle, INP0 SJ Stark, CELS Gifford, CE Rockville
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Paca 2 coic E m s

If Rosemount transmitters manufactured after July 1989 are acceptable tothe NRC based .en the indentification and correction of the failure
mechanism by Rosemount (i.e., the force used to clamp the stainless steel
0. ring in place), then it follows based on Rosemount's technical review and |
quantification of forces, that the elastomer 0 ring can not produce the
required internal stresses to fracture the glass.to.netal seal.

The additional axial force from the metal 0. ring has been identified as the '

root cause of the glass 4o.netal sect failure of some transmitters duringassembly. Operacional calibiation drift rate history has shown that leak
rates are constant with time, present at installation, and proportional to
static pressure, which supports Rosemount's leak rate model. The occurance
of transmitter failure is a product of operating pressure and the time inservice (pressure x time), or PSI roonths. The pressure x time product
necessary to reach a specified low failure rate is relatively well
quantified based on the leak size distribution from the early If fe highpressure PWR failures. However, until the magnitude of an ' acceptably low''
failure rate is agreed upon, setting an acceptable pressure x time productitait is not possible.

The July 11 resumption of production without 10Cm restrictions was based
on identification of large axial ferees as the root cause of glass to metal
seal failures. Metal 0 rings and 1153 clamping forces were a major sourceof these forces. The elastomer 0. rings used on 1151, 1152, and 1155As donot produce large axial forces, and there have been no confirmed
glass to.netel seal failures in ever 18,000 model 1151 transmitters shipped
since 1975 (which use the same failure reporting system as 1153s).
Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that this root cause should notapply to 1151 and 1152's. Indeed, low failure rates confirm thisconclusion.

*

Based on a telephone discussion with Rosemount a ' loss of fill oil from a
glass to metal seal failure * has zag been confirmed in any 1152 trans-
aitters.

Rosemount still contends that no common failvre mode axists for1151/1152's %c should either present data which indicates a 1151/1152 |
problaa or delete reisted requirements from this Sulletin.

Since Rosemount states there is no prebisa in 1151/1152's, there is no fixthat should be performed. In the case of 1151's, the Bulletin requires theW lest Industry tc. abandon one of ti a most field. proven transmitters onthe market. Rosessunt has also said there is an important dissimilaritybetween the 1151/1152 and the 1155/1154 sensing espoulos, namelf,the use of
a steel 0. ring which was the root cause of the high incidence of sealfailure. (Reference: Technical Bulletin #1 page 2, page 10.)
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4 It is unclear diat is meant by 'ssfety.related"; only ECC$/RPS centrol
'loopa? What about Reg. Guide 1.97 Category 2 applications, e.g.,containment spray flow verification?

What does ' manner comparable * maan? This appears to imply a less serious
probles assessment. This is a particular problem for 1152 transmitters,
many of which are in safety related or Regulatory Required applications. :

! ne last sentenom of paragraph 2 implies that the NRC expects Rosemount
engineering / manufacturing changes on the model 1151 and 1152 transmitters.

!This has not been done and we do not have any indication from Rosemount it,

:

will be done because .it is not warranted. | !

Rosemount has not made any changes to the 1152 line, but the industry is
being forced to substitute 1153 or 1154 transmitters. This could be
construed as a fereed modification, Replacing commercial grade 1151s and
1152s with anothesr model is a modification with a negative coet/ benefit
ratio since there is no confirmed Model 1152 glass to metal seal . failure,
and Model 1151 glass-to.netal seal failures are censidered randon based on
available data.

f
Paragraph 2 on Page 2 is based on the statement " failures of both Model
1151 and 1152 transmitters due to loss of fill oil from a glass to metal ,

seal failure have been confirmed". Is this true? What is the source of
information? NPROS is not a good source of this detailed data. No one but
Rosemount could make that assessment, and only after analysing the sensing
capsules. Possible arguments are:

1. A techanirtic failure mode is ntt present in 1151, 1152 since the
.synthetic 0. ring mitigates the force on the glass / metal seal as '

implied in Rosemount Bulletin fl. -

2. The number of failures due to oil leakage is small compared to
electronies failure, therefore there is no common cause concern
ior 1151, 1152 due to the failure frequency. ;

. .

3. Model 1151 transmitters are considered the ' Cadillac" of commercialgrade instruments. Over 2 million have been sold with. a good
historical base.

T

4 Essentially the NRC in this Bulletin is saying that further use of
the 1151 and 1152 in safety related applications is forbidden since
there is no replacement in kind from Rosemount.

5. Once again, only the identified cornon mode failure of slow loss of
oil is of concern. Most other oil losses happen so fast they|shouldn't affect plant safety since they are readily detectable.

;
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Parancash 1.

nullet it change *a slow setpoint drift * to *a transmitter output drift.*
{

,

Paranranh !

Bullet 3; add 'that
the drif t must be continuous in the same direction.*If the direction of drift changes with each calibration, it is not indica-' ,

tive of oil loss. |.

!

The Bulletin states ' slow setpoint drift of 1/41 per month" as one of thesymptoms. i

*| 1. Wat does slow mean? Is this implying monthly surveillance? How Ij long does a 1/42 trend need to last?
,

2.
Wat about Technical Bulletin #4 criteria for cumulative drift.

', .

3
MOST IMPORTANTLI, this could be interpreted as a requirement

'

do a monttily full span calibration check. to

1,ssr Farmeranh

The Bulletin seats to be endorsing the bases
testing. This implies the FRC agrees with the assessmentof Technical Bulletin (4of the rootcause of transmitter failure. Is it the intent of the bulletin to acceptsupporting methodology for identifying which transmitters don'tenhanced surveillaneet

need|
The NRC recognizes in page two that the rate at which a transmitter fails
is pressure and time dependent; they disregard this at the bottom of page 3
and further recessend that these transmitters that are in Reactor
Protection System (RPS) or Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems be
replaced at the * earliest possible opportunity *. Knowing that the failurenachanism of less of-oil begins at the factory, any of the SUSFgCT IST
transmitters that have been installed for an extended period of time at
high pressure and have exhibited no signs of oil loss have obviously not
leaked oil and should therefore no longer be considered SUSPECT and notrequire replacement.

PACE & COMMENTS I

The sentence reading . . .*utilite
loss of fill oil" is a serious concern. transmitters that may be susceptible toThis could Laply that Rosemount
and Could/Schlumberger or any oil fill'ed transmitters are included in thescopa of the Bulletin. * *

-

By the reference to CDC 21, the transmitters not used in protection systemsshould not be covered by this IE tulletin. 4

3
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'The disposition of transmitters not in identified SUSPECT Lots is unclear.
'

-

'

. If the monitoring described on pagos 5-6 is to be followed this should beclearly described.
6

Ranuaated actione. I&n= di_:

This will be very difficult to complete within 60 days.
transmitters with Rosemount capsules must be disassembled.Some non.RosemountThis cannot bedone without tapacting plant operation. This also may require substantialradiation doses. Instead, a physical inspection is suggested for nextrefueling shutdem.

What is the definition of safety.related oculpment, especially 1151 and1152 transmitter applications? The present draft
between Tech. Spec. and non. Tech. Spec. instruments. appears to distinguishIs the intent of theSulletin to address transmitters in safety.related systems or just reactor
protection or engineered safety features actuation systems?

This Ig Bulletin does not appear to give the option of placing new sensingespsules in old Resemount housings by the utilities.
to expedite changeout. This would be useful,

The requirement to identify transmitters from intermediary suppliers,
provided as a part of another component is resource intensive. or

Rossaountshould be able to supply a list of these sources.
!

Unauthorized romanufactures or refurbishments of Rosemounts should be out.! side the scope of the bulletin.

FACE $ - COMMhWTR

A 90 day period is insufficient to review and trend transmitter calibrationrecords.
Based on 150 Model 1151 through 1155 transmitters, one utility

estimates based on 50 manhours each, that retreival of historical data and
plotting would require approximately 4500 manhours or 2 1/4 manyears. ,

Clarification is needed of the criteria on which to base a conclusion that
a transmitter is nat exhibiting symptoms (ie, what is sufficient?).

On line operability determination and entering an 140 based solely on the
on line testing is not reasonable. Provision for suspect / planned off-line
confirmation must be allowed. Calibrating is the only alternative to
review if the utility doesn't have continuous E.onitoring. This is anunnecessary activit;y once a baseline is established.

The 120 day duration to develop and taplement an enhanced survs111snee
program to monitor transmitters for loss of fill oil should be, lengthenedto 180 days minimum '

for itos 3 the word 'should" implies the utility may address each option
,

but need only choose what type of monitoring is appropriate. Is this acorrect interpretation?

.

4
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, Fact a . coxxr ns,

parmer==h n

\
no enhanced sonttoring progras described on page 5 6 is unclear.

(d) it includes Specifi-cally in ites
channel calibration activities, sensor response time testing for routinene apparent intent of this iten is to
check for transmitter sluggishness, and not the detailed Time Response
Testing required for certain transa.itters' in the plant. Were is asignificant difference
check for sluggistmess. in performing Time Response Tests and a ' quick' l

We must also have a more clear definition of the ters *ENHANCgD*. I
Perhaps |the word supplemental could be used. Note: one utility estimates that if

continuous on+11ns monitoring were required, it may cost roughly $20K pertransmitter. Costs for other utilities may differ.
Paranranh ad

i

Sensor response time testing is not as effective in detecting potentialtransmitter failures as on line monitoring and normal calibration(Rosemount testing validates this position). *

We following revision is suggested: ' Inclusion of observation forsluggish transmitter response into routine channel calibration activities.*
! kogarding the statement

routine channel calibration activities":' Inclusion of sensor response time testing into

1) It is a significant concern that this racommentation could be construedas a requirement. This iten should be restated to clarify the benefit
of time response testing as a diagnostic tool, but should not specifi-
cally recommend inclusion of time response testing into every routinecalibration.

2) This should be removed or modified. , Response time testing is very
difficult to do in a plant environtoont; test equipment is very bulky,and adds to Man.Res. Also this method has been shown by ISA to beunsatisfactory due to

inadequacies / limitations of test equipment.
Furthermore, Resonount Technical Ba11stin $4 shows that this method is
no more effective than the others, and in fact is only recommended for|- bench epplications (e.g., prior to installation).

Paranranh 1._

Some clarification is required.
.

| and the data is difficult to analyze. Noise' analysis is application dependent
,

.

i .
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Rosemount Technical Bulletin No. 4 states that the results from testing
s

'were ' encouraging for transmitters that no. rate naar chair trin mainta and
that are on a Szoeman with suffiq_tene erneens maima. If either of these
conditions are not met, amplitude versus frequency data may met detect a
failure until after the unit has lost ability to respond.' Due to inter. i

protation difficulties. Rosemount has not provided guidelines for this '
,

method and indicates that a transmitter could be in a failed condition for !a signific. ant period of time without being detected.
Parmerath &

The requirement to replace all transmitters from the suspect manufacturing
!lots *at the earliest appropriate opportunity * is not entirely justified. j

A number of transmitters in this category have been installed for greater i

than 3 1/2 years, have maintained normal calibration accuracy, and
satisfactorily passed their time response testing (where applicable).
since the mode of failure of the sensing cell is present at manufacturing, i

,

and since these transmitters have not exhibited oil loss symptoms to date,
it is conclude d that if any of these cells are leaking it is at anextremely slow rate. 3

Under these circuantances, a progran to closely monitor and trend process '

noise and/or drift on these transmitters is at least as conservative andprudent as replacing them with new units with no operating experience.
This is especially true of lower range code transmitters which have been ',
determined by Rosemount to exhibit detectable early indications of an oilloss. For the high range code transmitters, the failure mode is more '

abrupt and thereby lands itself to early detection of a failure by a
monitoring program which employs a short period between observations.
Item &

_

Based upon the Psi-months concept there is no rationale for transmitter
removal except for downtrended operation. >

,
,

Availability of replacement transmitters may be a limiting factor.
Item S

Feasibility of JCO's is not warranted until a transmitter exhibits oil loss
symptoms. i

There is a sigt.ificant difference between a ' basis for continued plant ||

operation (BCO)" and a JCO. A BCO does not imply mandatory shutdown if
unable to comply with the requirements of the Bulletin; it is similar to asafety evaluation.

.

[ FACE J COMMDrrt
.

Pararrach 1:

Implies that BC0 aust be continually updated until all 1151, 1152, 1153 and
1154's are replaced. This is unreasonable.

,

6 -
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Paranranh i

The 120 days for compliance should be chan5ed to 180 days.
the draft Sulletin, total replacement appears to be the only final answerAccording towith no recourse,

some statement rer,arding a re look after *x' nonths when
more information o'r. data is available would be appropriate.
PACE 9 COMMENTA,

1.ast Parmerach

Doesn't this backfit requirement
30 day review period for , coma,ents to this draft IE Sulletin? automatically give utility licensing a

*

PAGE 10 COMMENTE *
4

Paranrach 1

As presently written, the burden hours would be significantly in excess of100 person hours.

The NRC estimated average burden hours per licensea response is extremelylow for the effort required.
One utility pre.sently has approximately $50

Rosemount transmitters installed in safety related or important to-safety
applications, of which 54 are from the suspect manufacturing lots identi-fied by Rosemount. A very large majority of these units have been
installed for geester than three years and many for greater than six years
This represents well in excess of 2,000 calibration records to retrieve.
from' historical fties and review.' Each transmitter will require a
calculation to determine the nurn down ratio and then a review of the
as-found and as-left data for each calibration. In addition, ainee sost
transmitters are not calibrated at the sero point (ie, elevated orsuppressed zero, or reverse cal of a le' el transmitter) each drift !

v ,

calculation will require an extrapolation to the aero point in order tocompare actual values to
Bulletin 4 the limits presented in Rosemount's Technical

The justification for continued operation alone will require well in excess
of 100 manhouih, and the monitoring and trending programs which are already
implemented will need to be significantly expanded to include non suspect
lets, low pressure service applications, and intermittent service applica-tions.

It is estimated that a thorough response to the requested actions for both
stations will require a full time enB neer and a full time clerk at bothistations.

In addition, our licensing, procurenant, Systen Engineering,Maintenance, and operations departments will all be involved to asignificant extent.
A more accurate estimate of burden hours would be 2Man Years.
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